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Introduction 

If they can keep the truth of race from us, the public, without question. We are no better than 
sheep, “BAAHHH”.  

Evolution of the separate human races is a controversial issue in our modern multi-ethnic, 

multi-cultural civilizations. Everything is done by the “establishments” to maintain a strategic 
distance, so the realities of race are not brought to the surface.  

Since my early twenties I have been an activist for the truth regarding the separate human 

races, (I am thirty-six now in 2016). I have published well visited pages and videos on the 

internet in many languages informing people of my evolutionary theories. Bringing race into 

the minds of many people has been a successful plan for me, however, I am not claiming what 
I publish is overwhelmingly popular, many do not like it. 

My motivation in being a racial activist is due to my belief that it is morally wrong when a 

people do not know or accept what they are. I believe truth should be the driving force behind 
all civilizations. 

To take in these written works, you have to believe in the evolution of life. If you do not, this 

book may not be for you! I assure you, you can believe in both a higher power (God and the 
after-life) and evolution, as I do. You do not have to be Godless to be humbled by the truth! 

It may be thought by governments (the establishments) that a ‘public outing’ of the 

‘evolutionary truth’ regarding the past separate human races would lead to ethno-nationalist 

type political uprisings through a dramatic change in public opinion. Personally, I think it 

would just lead people to be humbler about the beings that they are 

(that’s a good thing!).  

My ideal of wanting a genetically pure people to inherit the earth stems 

from not wanting others to endure genetic disability and the pain 

associated with it, like I have, in my life. I want everyone in the future to 

be perfect so there is no unnecessary suffering among mankind (that’s a 
good thing too!). That is the way that it is supposed to be. 

When an unenlightened person thinks of the term Aryan, they invoke 

pictures of Fascism, Hitler and the Holocaust. Understand, the Aryan (original Scandinavian) 

race existed literally 45,000 years before Hitler was even born (it isn’t all about Hatred and 

National Socialism). Believing in separate human races in no way has to mean you are a 



racist. An entire races existence cannot be denied because of one man’s bad ideas, (Adolf 
Hitler). 

The solution to the worlds perceived racial problems, is for us all to intermix (out-breed), but 

at the same time, to educate people about the past separate human races, as we should in 

an open and free democracy. I am not in any way against multi-ethnic and multi-cultural 

society, I am in favour of it.  

An educated people which we all strive to be, will want the best for their future children (that 
way, I win my battle). 

Differing terms, more politically suited for our politically correct times other than the term 

“Aryan” are “Nordic”, “Scandinavian” or “Hyperborean”. I utilize the Term Aryan in the books 

title (Aryan Dawn) and in a few other places, but I will try not to use 

politically off-base terms like that, in this book. I am not trying to 
offend. 

Eminent naturalist and geologist, Charles Darwin was quoted as 

saying: 

“light will be thrown on the origin of man and his history” 

 

I believe it is me that will throw that light, through this book. 
 

Out of Africa 

The Five Root Race Theory 
 
(Timescales given are a general approximation based on archaeological finds). 

 

For humanity, it all started in Africa. Over millions of years’ monkeys transformed into the 

original humans via the process of evolution. By original humans, I mean Black Africans 

(Negros) - Note: I will refer to these people as the “original Africans” from here on. 

The location where these "original Africans” emerged was from within 

the Horn of Africa. There have been substantial quantities of human 

bone fragments unearthed there, that location is also encapsulated by 

the sea and colossal mountain ranges on all sides. The archaeological 

evidence proposes this is the birthplace of humanity (original Africans).  

These Original Africans arose from Homo heidelbergensis around 

250,000 years ago and were minimally, if any different to the hunter gatherer Black African 

tribes that inhabit the Horn of Africa region today. The environment there has not changed 
in all that time, thus neither have they. 

These original humans in the Horn of Africa, from 250,000 years ago, to present day were/are 

a primitive stone-age people. They were hunter gatherers. Examples of what they hunted 

were: bush-pig, gazelle, kudu, antelope, ibex, hyena, zebra. They ate wild berries, dug up 



tubers/roots, speared fish and ate insects. They did not have bows and, just relying on the 
spear as their main hunting tool. 

They lived in tribal communities of around 100 to 150 people, splitting when tribes got any 

bigger. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The original African racial type:  

The original Africans had dark brown skin with black kinky-fuzzy hair, 

brown eyes and thick lips, like Black Africans today. Their brain size 

averaged 1200 cubic centimetres. They had large nose holes, flattish type 

noses and jutting jaws (prognathism). Wave like brow ridges, a lack of body 

hair, square eye orbits and a large eye socket distance. Large megadontic 
teeth, narrower ears, narrower joints and frontal skull eminences.  

They were a uniform people, homogeneous. All the same (pure). Complete interbreeding 

had occurred because of vast time alone in total isolation. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

A tribe of these original Africans migrated out of that northeast African enclave around 

130,000 years ago. This origin and migration theory is often referred to as the “Out of Africa 
Theory”. 

In moving out of this habitat in the northeast (Horn) of Africa they could have gone in either 

of these differing ways into the European continent. 

1. They crossed the Red-Sea directly at its narrowest point and entered where we know 

today as Yemen, then they followed the Red-Sea on the coast of where we now know 

as Saudi Arabia. 

2. They went straight up along the coast of Nubian desert (Red Sea), then the Eastern 

desert. (the coasts of where we know today as Eritrea, Sudan and Egypt). 

They then would have had to travel further northwards through the Syrian desert, again 

clinging to the coastline (Present day Israel’s coast - the Mediterranean Sea). They continued 

through present day Turkey, (clinging to the coastline) then they were in Europe.  

Present day Bulgaria was most likely the first European zone they passed through. This exodus 

out of Africa and into Europe would have taken many decades. I must add, it is surprising how 

far people can walk in a few decades.  

Of course, on this epic journey old generations of original Africans would have been replaced 
by new generations many times over. It was the journey of a lifetime. 

They would surely have come across the Neanderthals (Homo neanderthalensis) in Europe on 

their travels. It is possible there could have been out-breeding (mixing) with the Neanderthals, 

however for the most part, they would have fought with, killed and possibly eaten the 

Neanderthals they encountered. Peaceful coexistence was a certain no. 



At the point they entered Europe they no longer travelled clinging the coastline. I believe they 
just headed north from there, directly up through Europe.  

They could have made it into the Scandinavian enclave in one of two ways. 

1. They walked right up to the very top of Scandinavia and then walked back down into 

the western coast of it. 

2. They walked up to the area we now know as Denmark, crossed the seas and then 

walked to the western coast of Scandinavia. 

We call this homeland enclave (pictured - outlined in red) in 
modern day Norway: “Hyperborea”.  

In the mythology of the ancient Greeks, Hyperborean’s were a 

people who lived “beyond the North Wind” Hyperborean is 

another term for Aryan (original Scandinavian). Hyperborean’s and 

Hyperborea were not a myth though, they were a reality. 

My thoughts on this are that this habitat was a zone where they 

(original Africans) knew they would be free from roaming 

Neanderthals. They wanted to live in safety, without fear, don’t we 

all? It is encapsulated by the sea and colossal mountain ranges on 

all sides.  

Regardless of which way they travelled, they got there: The North of Europe, Scandinavia, 

West of the huge mountain ranges running through present-day Norway. (Hyperborea) – The 

Aryan Homeland.  

There was a much warmer period during the last ice age that started around 130,000 years 

ago, coinciding with the time when the original Africans migrated to Hyperborea. This inter-

glacial (warmer) period lasted around eighty-five thousand years. (This is not commonly 

known). This inter-glacial period is called the Eemian Period. 

The establishment does not want the public to know people could have survived there during 

that time. 

After approximately 85,000 years of total isolation in Hyperborea, the original African tribe 

transformed via the process of evolution into the Scandinavian race. I will call these new 

people the “original Scandinavians” from here on in. 

The evolutionary changes to these original Africans probably became visible only after tens 

of thousands of years, with gradual lightening of skin, hair and eyes. After 80,000 years of 

total isolation a full transformation and adaptation to that environment had occurred. A new 

race arose; The Aryan race was born. They had adapted to the cold, icy, dark habitat perfectly. 

Yes, Hyperborea is the homeland, birthplace of the Aryan Race.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The original Scandinavian racial type:  



The original Scandinavians had white translucent skin with straight 

blond hair and large blue eyes. They had Angularly set, clear-cut 

prominent chins with thin lips and a narrow groove from the nose 

which was sharp cut. You could see their blue veins shine through 

when their skin had no tanning. Males had thick haired beards. 

They were large brained at 1600cc (that’s larger than Nordic 

Europeans today!), Their skin had the ability to tan perfectly. 

Towering height: 176.2 on average for males. The eye orbits of this race were square. Original 

Scandinavians were robustly built and Straight limbed. Narrow aquiline noses, Long low skulls. 

Heavy solid body – strong musculature and a straight forehead. Very slight brow ridges. Short 
wide face. A prominent chin, but no jutting jaw (no prognathism).  

They were a uniform people, homogeneous. All the same (pure). Complete interbreeding 

had occurred because of vast time alone in total isolation. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Brain Capacity 

At the time of 45,000 years ago the original Scandinavians had substantially larger brains at 

1600 cubic centimetres, than the four other races of man at around 1200 cubic centimetres. 

In today’s time, size of brain does not indicate intel lectual superiority. The size of brains in 

humans now varies dramatically and the mixing with Neanderthals could also have given 

some groups larger brain sizes than others today as Neanderthals did have large brains as 
well, at 1600 cc. 

Scandinavians 

This original Scandinavian race that had risen from a few tribes of Black Africans after 

approximately 85,000 years of complete isolation, left Scandinavia (exodus) before the ice 

age became too inhospitable (through extreme cold). “Early” Cro-Magnons or “Early” EEMH 

were the Original Scandinavians (Early European Modern Humans). Early Cro-Magnon skeletal 
remains in Europe that have been dated to 45,000 years ago prove this.  

So 45,000 years ago the inter-glacial (warmer) period had come to an end. It was getting a lot 

colder in Europe. 

This unique fair breed could have only evolved in Scandinavia. The lack of light throughout 

the year and icy conditions are the only environmental factors that can explain the unique 

evolutionary traits of blonde hair, blue eyes, white skin, large cranial capacity, etc. There is 

simply nowhere else plausible where these physical and mental traits could have developed. 

As they are so different in physical appearance and mental ability compared to the other races 

of man, the environment must also have been so very different. Yes, to the west of the 

encapsulating mountain ranges running through present-day Norway (Hyperborea) stand out 

clearly as their place of origin. 



They ate Artic Foxes, mountain Hares, Lemmings, Tundra Wolfs, etc. They wore animal furs, 
necklaces and pendants made of animal teeth and shells. 

The physical evidence of the Hyperborean’s originating from there has been totally destroyed 

by the swelling sea level and all-consuming ice age. No remains like bone fragments could 
have survived the extreme cold in Hyperborea. 

45,000 years ago there was an original Scandinavian race, but also four other distinct but 

dark-featured human races:  

 Original African 

 Original Indian (Dravidians) 

 Original Far East Asian (Mongoloids – Orientals) 
 Original Aboriginal/ Papuan 

These other original races came to be much the same way the Scandinavian race came to be.  

100,000 years ago a second wave of Original Africans migrated out of the 

Horn of Africa, but this time they headed east instead of north, they 

surely crossed the Red Sea at its narrowest point and moved along the 

coast to India. 100,000 years ago these tribes of original Africans had 

decided to settle in the India region permanently, but some off them 

broke off and continued further east.  

On the move further east, around the present day ‘Thailand’ area, the 

tribes split up and one unit of original Africans headed south through the islands into Papua 

New Guinea zone.  The other group of original Africans had continued into far east Asia and 
settled there (eastern China region). 

The original Indian racial type: 

The original Indians had dark brown skin with black straight hair and brown eyes  like most 

southern Indians today (Dravidians). Their brain size then averaged 1200cc. Moderate jutting 

of the jaw. They had blue/black coarse hair. The original Africans had 55,000 years in India to 

evolve to the original Indians. 

They were a uniform people, homogeneous. All the same (pure). Complete interbreeding 
had occurred because of vast time alone in total isolation. 

The original Far East Asian racial type: 

The Far east Asians (Mongoloids) had dark brown-yellowish skin with coarse heavy, black, 

straight hair and brown eyes. Almond shaped eyes with broad relatively flat faces. Absent 

brow ridges. Their brain size averaged 1200cc.  Mesocranic skull. Fairly large and protruding 

cheekbones. Nasal bones that are flat and broad. Nasal bridge that is slightly concave without 

depression in the nasion. Moderate jutting of the jaw. Circular eye orbits. Flatter roof of nose. 

No facial or body hair. Straight facial profile. Shovel shaped incisors.  



They were a uniform people, homogeneous. All the same (pure). Complete interbreeding 
had occurred because of vast time alone in total isolation. 

The original far east Asians were dark skinned like the original Africans. Today, all Far east 
Asians are mixed race, which is why people only think of them as a light skinned people. 
Light skin is genetically dominant over dark skin. I assure you the original Far east Asians 
were very dark of skin. Light skin in humans only ever came from the original Scandinavians. 
 
It is known Far East Asian people today have large brains, this could be because of the mixing 

with the Neanderthals which we know they did because of genetic tests completed on found 

ancient material. Italian people today also have the largest brain capacity in Europe. I theorize 

this could be because many Far East Asians tribes migrated to Italy under the leadership of 
the warring Genghis Khan. They intermixed. 

The Original Aboriginal Racial Type: 

The Aboriginals had dark brown skin with black kinky hair and brown eyes like Australian 

aborigines and native Papuans today. Large nose holes and a jutting jaw. Heavy brow ridges 

with thick lips. A lack of body hair. Broad and round nasal cavity.  

They were a uniform people, homogeneous. All the same (pure). Complete interbreeding 
had occurred because of vast time alone in total isolation. 

Two Root Race Theory 

It certainly could be argued that there are only two races of man, ‘Scandinavian and Negroid’. 

As the other dark featured races (Indian – Mongoloid – Aboriginal) could be considered to 

have not changed enough from the original African race, to be considered new and separate 

races. They certainly had less time to evolve (55,000 years of evolution compared to 85,000 

years) than the Scandinavians. Also the environment was not totally opposing to that of the 

Horn of Africa, Scandinavia was much more different, harsher. 

That is a decision for you to make…. 

Common Ancestor - Homo Heidelbergensis 

Homo sapiens (Original Africans) and the Neanderthals had a common 

ancestor “Homo heidelbergensis”. H. sapiens and H. neanderthalensis 

began to form in their differing locations 350,000 to 400,000 years ago. 

 In Eurasia – Homo heidelbergensis transformed into 

Neanderthal (Homo neanderthalensis) 

 In Africa – Homo heidelbergensis transformed into Original 
Africans (H. sapiens) 

Homo heidelbergensis continued until approximately 200,000 years ago. 

The Scandinavian Descent 



The earliest archaeological finds of Cro-Magnon or EEMH (Early European Modern Human) 

date back to around 45,000 years ago. These “oldest finds”, I believe are the original 

Scandinavian’s (untainted). So we will use that approximate date (45,000 years ago) as when 

the original Scandinavians descended down into the rest of Europe. That is 85,000 years that 

the Original Africans had to evolve to this new original Scandinavian breed in Northern Europe 

(Hyperborea). 

Stories of there being a glacier in northern Europe at that time are totally unsubstantiated, 

there was no glacier then, as it was a warmer period (interglacial), certainly possible of 

sustaining human and other life.  

45,000 years ago the interglacial period was diminishing. This original Scandinavian breed had 

no choice but to leave their habitat, Hyperborea. Even they, a cold adapted race, could not 

survive what was coming. 

They moved southward, down into the rest of Europe. With more territory to hunt and gather 

food, their numbers expanded, a few tribes grew over time to become many.  

So around 45,000 years ago, Europe had many tribes of original Scandinavians. There were 

not huge numbers of these people in the beginning, (possibly a few thousand people scattered 

across Europe at that time). 

It is certain that the Scandinavian descent into the rest of Europe from the north was what 

lay behind the killing off of the Neanderthals. It was genocide, the extermination of an entire 

species. They could not co-exist. 

Tribes of Scandinavians broke off from the main units in Europe and gradually spread into 
Asia. 

In the Middle East area, an original Scandinavian race tribe came across an original Indian 

race tribe that had left their evolutionary area of India thousands of years earlier. These two 

distinctly different racial tribes mixed together (out-bred) and a new hybrid breed of man was 

formed, whom we know today as the Arabs (Arabic).  

The Arabic tribes expanded in the Middle East and then tribes of them migrated west into the 

North of Africa. From North Africa they moved further north, up into the Mediterranean 

zones of where we know today as Spain, Italy and Greece. There, they (Arabs) came across 
the original Scandinavians.  

The Arabic tribes mixed with the original Scandinavian tribes in Southern Europe, which 

formed the basis of whom we know today as the Spanish, the Italians and the Greeks. 

(ethnicities were forming). Interbreeding happened in each of these zones to form 

Mediterranean ethnicities. This happened as always, due to isolation over vast time. 

The same thing happened in Far East Asia. The original Scandinavians spread right into Far 

east Asia and mixed with the Far East Asian race, and this produced whom we know today as 

Chinese/Japanese ethnic types (Orientals).  



These new hybrid ethnic tribes moved back west, mixing with Scandinavian tribes in Eurasia, 
which in turn formed the basis of whom we know today as the Slavic people. 

Yes, Europeans are mostly of the Scandinavian race, but are also part Indian race and part Far 

East Asian race to varying degrees. People in the South of Europe are generally more Indian 

racially than those from the North of Europe, whilst people from the East of Europe are 

generally more Far East Asian racially than those from the West of Europe.  

By 40,000 years ago many Europeans were hybridised and genetic conditions were rife. 

Generally, there has been little mixing between the Nordic racial tribes and the Black African 
or Australian Aboriginal racial tribes compared to the Indian and Far East Asian races.  

There is no other realistic way of explaining the present day situation. 

There have always been movements of people from the east to west. In more recent times 

there has been the attempted conquest of Spain by the Moors (Islamic peoples) This darkened 

the Spanish racially as there was intermixing. 

Neanderthals - Homo neanderthalensis 

 

Neanderthals gets their name from where their fossils were 

first discovered in Germany’s; Dusel rivers, Neander Valley. 

However, this first discovery there does not mean it is where 

they actually originated from. I believe they originated as a 

breed, more so from the east and then moved back west into 

Europe over time. It is thought that the population of 

Neanderthals across Eurasia never reached more than 70,000 

at a time. 

I believe (although many will disagree with me) that 

Neanderthals had dark brown skin like the dark human races. If you think about it, look at 

ethnically “European” tramps/vagrants across Europe, who spend all their time outside. They 

are dark skinned because of sun exposure. It would have been similar for the Neanderthals. 

The Scandinavian race was the only race with fair skin as they were the only race that evolved 

in the low light conditions in the alternate habitat of Northern Europe. It will take time for the 

truth to emerge on whether they factually had fair or dark skin.  

Ginger/Red haired (that’s why some of us have this feature), sloping foreheads, reduced chin, 

large nose in length and width. Shorter limb proportions with a wider barrel shaped rib cage 

to humans. They used bone and stone tools.  

99.5% the same DNA as H sapiens, however a chimp is 98.8% the same as a human, so it is 

not relevant. A small DNA percentage difference make a huge difference in reality. 1600cc 

brain capacity and 164-168cm average height. I believe Neanderthals were not a cold 
adaptive species as is claimed by some, they were tropical, originating from the east. 

Neanderthal 



41-39,000 years ago Neanderthals died out. Neanderthals and Cro-Magnons had shared 
Europe for 5000 years. 

Out-Breeding with Neanderthals 

When the Original Africans left Africa in the second wave 100,000 years ago and headed east 

to Papua New Guinea/Australia there may well have been breeding between them and 

Neanderthals as Papuans do have Neanderthal DNA, to a small degree. There was also 

breeding between Neanderthals and the Original Indians that had moved to the middle east 

around 50,000 years ago before mixing with the original Scandinavians. A third out-breeding 

happened between East Asians (Oriental-Aryans - Hybrids) and Neanderthals in the Siberia 
Area around 30,000 years ago. Eurasians have 1-4% Neanderthal DNA. 

Denisovan Man - Homo sp. Altai 

Denisovan got their name from remains found in Denisovan 

Cave in the Altai Mountains (Siberia). Little is known about the 

anatomy of Denisovan as the only remains found have been 

teeth, finger and toe bones. They were certainly a sister group 

of Neanderthals and of a similar build. 3-5 % of Melanesian and 

Australian Aborigine DNA is Denisovan. They were thought to 

have diverged from Neanderthals in the Middle East around 
200,000 years ago. 

Ethnicities and sub races 

An ethnicity is a hybridized breed (mixed race) of people that over time and because of 

isolation have bred together to become homogeneous. Arabic would be described as an 

ethnicity. It could be taken even further into sub-ethnicities, for example: Kurdish could be a 

sub-ethnicity of the Arabic ethnicity.  

In Europe there are said to be three ethic groupings: Nordic, Alpine and Mediterranean. Irish, 
German, Norwegian would be a sub-ethnicity of the Nordic ethnicity. 

There really is no European ethnicity. A blonde haired blue eyed fair skinned person from 

Norway could never pass for being from the same group as an olive skinned, dark haired and 

dark eyed, Greek person. In Europe I am afraid that what I call mongrelization has occurred! 

Civilisation Builders 

It does appear that where ever these original Scandinavians and their racial descendants have 

been there has been civilizations, and great ones at that. Where they have not been, such as 

Africa and Australia, there does not appear to have been development of great civilizations 
(civilizations beyond that of mud hut tribal communities). 

I do not in any way believe that the Scandinavians were a master race. They did not evolve to 

be the masters of anyone. That would simply be impossible. They were simply a very “civil” 

Denisovan Man 

 



people and they became that way because of the way they had to evolve in the cold and dark 
hardships of Northern Europe. 

List of some amazing Indo-Oriental-Aryan ancient civilizations: 

 Indus Valley 

 Egyptian 

 Mayan 

 Easter Island 

 Chinese 

 Greek 

 Persian 

 Roman 

 Aztec 
 Incas 

Breeds 

Let me tell you about how unique breeds or races come to be. 

For example, if you put a breed of fish in a unique pond environment (perhaps differing light, 

temperature or food) and no other fish were ever introduced. Those fish would change over 

thousands of years and they would be unique to any other fishes. They would have evolved 
in a different way due to their different environment. 

For every breed or race to develop uniquely they must be isolated for vast amounts of time 

so that they can interbreed and develop their own unique characteristics, homogenise. 

If there were no isolated areas in nature on earth, then mankind would just have developed 

into one race. There are differing environments on earth and isolated habitats, so differing 

races have developed. That is just the way it is. 

A race is a breed of man that has unique characteristics and in themselves they are all the 

same (homogeneous). They all look alike and think alike. There is no White race as White 

people all have different characteristics (they do not all look alike and they do not all think  
alike). This ensures us that Whites are of mixed race descent (hybrids). 

I believe interbreeding of hybrids (mixed race peoples) produces a better quality of people 

than a constantly out-bred people. In nature when a breed out-breeds, it interbreeds again 
afterwards. What is happening within human out-breeding is totally unnatural. What I mean 

by a better quality of people, is a people who are similar, more closely related and abler to 
think together as a unit. 

  
The British people today as an example are a people who are the opposite of inter-bred, they 

are out-bred. Essentially “mongrelizing” has occurred. This May explain the crooked teeth of 
many European British; Misaligned teeth of ethnic British is no myth. I am not trying to offend 

the British, I am one. I am just trying to make people understand how the fall of genetics 
works. 
  



Britain has been made up of immigrants for millennia. People from all places around the world 
intermixing. This has had a detrimental effect on the people as a whole. Degeneration has 
occurred. People who come from nations where interbreeding has occurred are better quality 
people. Irish, Semitic, Spanish. i.e. (people who are ethnically singular). 
  
I believe this is the reason why many ethnic European British do not have a good work ethic, 
and why top jobs seem to go to foreigners from singular ethnic origins. It is a degeneration of 

the race. 
 
Examples: 

Q: Are Chinese a race as they do have a similar look? 

No, they are not, as there are others who are not Chinese who look like them. For example, 

darker skinned Koreans. The evidence determines that Chinese people are also mixed race 
(hybrids). 

Q: Are Semitic people a race? 

No, Semitic people are Arabic and many of them have dark features but some of them have 

light features. This determines that this Arabic grouping are actually of mixed race descent 

(hybrids). Some Semites appear very dark, like Indians and some appear very light, like 

Scandinavians. The reason for this is a genetic term called “throwback”. It is caused by heavy 

interbreeding of a hybrid breed. Part of the Jewish religion is to preserve their own racial kind 

by breeding solely amongst their own. 

DNA ancestry test kits at this moment do not reveal how much Scandinavian you are, they 
may in the future.  
  
I personally would not invest in one as it would just reveal to me what I already know, that I 
am a mongrel. 
 

Genetic Errors 

This mixing of the original root races was what lay behind the creation of the genetic errors 
that blight mankind. 

Epilepsy, Multiple sclerosis, Downs syndrome, Cystic fibrosis, Tay-Sachs disease, Spinal 

muscular atrophy, Sickle-cell disease, Neurofibromatosis, Haemophilia, Duchenne muscular 
dystrophy 

These are just a few of the genetic errors mankind has, literally every human has something 

wrong with them as literally every human is a hybrid of sorts. Many of these conditions are 

called diseases, but the reality is they are not diseases at all, they are “conditions” (genetic 

errors).  

This happened due to a mismatch of genes. The genes literally got mixed up. Two totally 

different genetic races mixing together was certain to do this. For example, there is no 



evolutionary point to Downs syndrome. If anyone out there thinks there is an evolutionary 
point to that and those conditions, then let me know! 

When looking at humans from a higher perspective we appear to be a Virus. 

Are ethnic Scandinavians today superior? 

All people are individuals now and everybody holds differing inferiorities/superiorities over 

each other. For example, inferiority/superiority could be classed into differing abilities. For 
example: 

Humanity – Kindness - Racial – Intelligence – Civilised nature – Sporting - etc. 

You could even say that you were a superior fisherman to me, or a superior boxer to me. 

Being superior of inferior to the person next to you means nothing. Do you understand the 

point I make? Just accept you are not the best at everything and get on with life. It isn’t about 

you, it is about the children you produce, if you reproduce at all. 

Tricked 

I am convinced that racial authors from the past were in fact working secretly for the multi-

ethnic, multi-cultural governments in order to lead the publics minds from the truth. It seems 

to me that anyone who puts their mind to the subject of race will come to the conclusion that 

I have come to in this book. Unfortunately, there are a lot of people who have never put their 

mind to it.  

The governments have successfully brainwashed the people into believing the false belief that 

there have never been any separate races. Now any discussion on the subject of race is just 

met with these thoughtless people, calling those who are willing to speak “Racist”, then the 
debate is over. 

European Union 

I must inform you of the EU directive on race. 

The European Union rejects theories which attempt to determine 
the existence of separate human races. 

- Directive 2000/43/EC 

You will surely agree with me that race is an integral part of human 

evolution and because of that I could never be a supporter of the European Union, as it 

chooses to reject racial theories and racial facts. 

To reject the truth of any kind is just wrong! 

DNA 

DNA genetic ancestry test kits do not reveal the presence of a past pure Scandinavian or past 

pure Indian, Mongoloid, Aboriginal races. They only appear to reveal ethnicities and certain 



ethnicities at that. Why this is the case, I am not sure, however I think in time the DNA kits 
will advance and they then will be able to tell you exactly your own racial composition. 

There are no pure original Scandinavians left anymore, even those with blonde hair and blue 

eyes from the north of Europe are not pure anymore. There has simply been too much 

intermixing (out-breeding). In order to bring back these big brained original Scandinavians it 

may be possible in the future to strip the Nordic DNA we have of any foreign DNA, then create 

a pure breed from that material. (genetic engineering). We could literally raise them from the 
dead. 

Personal Stories 

The Race Gestapo 

This is something you may find of interest. For a start I am very sure that I am the only person 

on earth to have ever published the racial information about Eurasians being two separate 

races along these lines, via webpages and web videos. 

I had a friend (a long-time family friend) and every weekend we used to go into town and get 

plastered (drunk) I was in Brighton (United Kingdom) at the time living with my parents., we 

were in the city centre one night and he said to me “lets go in a few pubs and then find a club 

to go in” I suspected nothing at the time, I had no reason to, as this was the typical thing we 

did on a weekend. 

We were strolling along Brighton sea front and a Black African male youth passed us and 

called me and my mate “fairies”. My mate told me this as I did not actually hear it. (I believe 

this was setup, please read on). 

After a few pubs and several vodkas and coke, he leads me to this club on the front of Brighton 

by the shore, (never been there before). There were two very large black African door staff at 

the entrance. However, to get to the entrance you go into a cage about fifteen metres in 

length. The cage enclosure was made of the metal fencing like you would see outside a 

building site (to stop people getting in to the site). This was unusual, but at the time I did not 

suspect anything. I just thought it was a secure queuing system to get into the nightc lub. 

My supposed friend wanted to go in to this different club. So we went to the back of the cage, 

then walked to the front of it from within, to the entrance (where the door staff were). One 

of these Black African door staff walked to the back of the cage and appeared to bolt it shut. 

Then the Black African bouncer at the front of the confine bolted the cage door shut also, we 

were closed in! 

I was not panicking at the time, quite the opposite, I was relaxed in light of the fact I was 

drunk! 

Ten minutes of waiting and one of the door staff at the front of the enclosure speaks: 

“members only” my friend whispers in my ear “that means gays only”. I react to the bouncer 

“we are not members so please show us the exit”. A few minutes later the African bouncer 

opens the cage door and lets us out. As I walked away I heard sniggering coming from behind. 



I looked behind and upwards to the main road on top of the club and see two police officers 
looking down at me. When they saw me eyeball them, they looked stunned! 

I did not react at all and I did not say a thing to my then mate. After this we proceeded onward 

to another club and after that got a taxi cab home. I have since realised the whole event was 

staged and my old mate was the one who lead me to that club, he was in on it. He was working 

with the police.  

Clearly to me, the reason it was done was to incite me into using racist language against the 

door staff so that they would then have reason to arrest me for that. Calling someone a racist 

name in Great Britain is an arrest able offence unlike in the United States were freedom of 

speech prevails. I do not agree with name calling but to be able to be arrested for it is sad in 

so many ways. 

Subsequently I can recall a black African male youth walking down the street being followed 

by two police officers and my friend remarked quietly in my ear: “keep up the good work 

officer” I am sure this was also staged. Trying to make me think the police are not the 
politically correct morons that they actually are. 

Why my old friend is working with the police I do north know for sure. Whether it is relevant 

or not I will tell you he is of Jewish and Gypsy ethnic descent. He has for a long time plotted 
against me pretending to be my friend. 

Another police blunder. Doh! 

Nordic Imposter 

I was under the care of a social worker once in my life when suffering from a brief mental 

illness, one time I mentioned to her I was to go to a drop in centre for people trying to quit 

smoking. The next day I went to this center and the lady behind the desk asked me to blow 

into a device to test for tar in my lungs, she asked me some questions and one of the questions 

was for my ethnicity, I did not respond immediately and then she said I looked a bit “Araby – 

dark” I had a thick dark beard at the time (I’m part southern Italian). I responded no, just 

“White British”.  

She had very blue contact lenses in (to blue to be real). I later mentioned those eyes to my 

mother who was with me and she said to me she probably had contact lenses in “lot of people 

were them today” this is when it clicked that it was set up. What I think they (the 

establishment) wanted to happen was for me to report the woman with fake blue eyes and 

undoubtedly dyed blonde hair as being a racist towards me for calling me “Araby and dark” 

because she then appeared fairer than me I.e. less Indian racially than myself. I have dark 

brown hair and eyes (I am part Italian).  

I believe she would have later revealed to the police or court she has brown eyes and dark 

hair in reality therefore conclusively I would be wrong. so it couldn’t have been racism at all 

on her part, therefore scuppering me! And landing me in deep water. The social services in 

Britain are not trying to help you they are always trying to get you into legal trouble so as to 



label you. Be aware of them. One day they will be exposed and be brought to justice like the 
STASI of the former Soviet Union. The death penalty awaits them. 

The social services in Britain have M.I.5 (secret service) like powers. They use those powers 

to harm innocent people. Never tell social workers anything about anything. Do not work with 
them. They are yours and mines enemy. 

The Aryan Jew 

I can remember once in a Southend-on-Sea (a seaside city) going out to a nightclub with this 

supposed friend and there was a Jewish girl with blonde hair and blue eyes. My friend pointed 

her out to me and said “that’s a bit unusual”. I responded rudely “throwback from 

interbreeding”. I realise now this was completely staged. They are trying to get me to think 
the Jews are Aryans also, they are also Indo-Aryans like myself.  

Mind Games 

One time me and my family and other family friends travelled on a holiday to Cornwall which 

is on the Southwest of Britain. We stayed in caravans we rented. On a night out in the town 

we all went into a pub. There was entertainment in a female singing. There was a male in 

there also who had track marks up his arm (drug addict),. He kept shouting at the female 

singer “sing some nationalist songs”. He was really harassing her and spoiling it for everyone 

else. He left the pub when he didn’t get what he wanted after some time, on his way out he 

asked a bar maid “are you British” she replied “yes” he said good. I have come to believe this 

event was scripted. It was designed to make me think all nationalists are a bunch of mutters  

which they are nor. Ethnists are often sound minded, logic thinkers not vocally racist heroin 
addicts like him. 

Ticket Thieves 

I have had many incidents with the state trying to set me up. Once they stole my return 

railway ticket in the hope that I would travel back without it. On the trip back a ticket inspector 

followed by a police officer came to check my ticket. Unfortunately for them, I simply bought 

a new ticket before I got on the train. Red faces all around, Doh! 

Dad, dad, I’ve found a bloody bomb! 

One time out with my metal detector I unearthed a WW2 mortar (A Bomb) I insisted my dad 

call the bomb squad. A police officer turned up first after a very long time and what was clear 

is he was very “Aryan looking” also I noticed he had a hair lip (poor bastard). I am sure that 

they sent him out on purpose to see me there. Probably some bizarre psychological trick to 

make me not like the blonde haired blue eyed giant because of his perpetual snarling because 

of his hair lip). I also remember on walking away from the scene where I found this bomb was 

a female police officer shouted to me “You haven’t got any more like that have you” I was 

tempted to shout back “Only the ones I have been making in my bedroom” but I didn’t I 

shouted “No”. Please note I have never made a bomb before in my bedroom or anywhere 

else, that is just the weird way I think! 



Someone call the looney bin; we’ve got a loose one. 

I was also once arrested under the mental health act in Britain (I was going through a bad 

period, ok?) Anyway I wasn’t in any trouble. But when I was let go from my cell at the end of 

the night I was met by a very nice “Aryan looking” police cadet type person who showed me 

the exit. I could be being paranoid here but I am sure they are doing this on purpose as a 
psychological trick of sorts. 

Alien Race Conspiracy 

Racialists trust there is predominance in superiority and inferiority between the separate 

races of man. They and I, the racial scholars, think the American regime (establishment) has 

planted this thought of a superior Alien race from outer space in the psyches (minds) of the 

general population, keeping in mind the end goal:  

to make the individuals, Scandinavian Race descendants, Indo-Oriental-Aryans who may have 

trusted themselves to be racially predominant, to now consider themselves as no more, the 

most superior.  

They (the brainwashed) will now believe that this Alien E.T. race is better than themselves 

and to every other human. Making them acknowledge in their psyches that they are second 

rate compared to this fanciful “Alien” outsider race. 

I believe that the American establishment needs the general population of the world to have 

faith in a superior “Extra Terrestrial Race”. The explanation behind this is to eventually thrash, 

subdue, battle or end bigotry and racism. That is the whole purpose of it. That’s why they 
want you to believe. 

This cunning conspiratorial plot started after the 

end of World War Two with the rise and fall of 

the German Aryan Supremacist regime, (The 

Third Reich). The plot began with the infamous 

“Roswell Incident” where a fantastical Alien ship 

apparently crashed in New Mexico, USA. I 

believe it is a smart psychological trick to make 

individuals trust the US Government 

(establishment) is concealing the presence of 

these Aliens from outer space. That is the plan, 
to leave that though within your mind. 

This incident at Roswell was likely thought up by the American Secret Service after WW2, who 

recruited ex and then present military staff to make up stories that they have witnesses a 
smashed Alien vessel and seen dead Alien bodies (they all had their part to play in this).  

Roswell Incident: A completely scripted event by the establishment? That is for you to decide. 

Another portion of this connivance is accepted to be a man (unnamed) who asserted to have 

viewed and worked on Alien space ships at the infamous government owned Area 51. He too 



is likewise liable to be against any Aryan supremacist visions. I am not saying he is an awful 

individual to be against bigotry, obviously he isn’t, however to endeavour to bamboozle the 

general population into putting stock in superior race of outer space Aliens that don’t exist is 

not beneficial on a national level! 

I am letting you know this in light of the fact that the general population have a privilege to 

realise what is going on. 

It is thought that the once American president “JFK” got some answers concerning this 

mysterious plot, he was expected to address the worlds people about it, and that is claimed 

to be the reason why the American Secret Service had him shot dead (assassinated). The 
establishment couldn’t hazard the story turning public, too risky! 

The footage you will see in the video web link shown has genuinely been issued by NASA.  

https://vimeo.com/174697534 Watch this short video on Vimeo. 

It demonstrates the earth at the back. It clearly shows a white light descend to the earths 

outer atmosphere, then stops. At that point a white light (like a rocket) shoots at it and the 

first speck of light zooms away. It makes a gullible person think it could be an alien craft from 

outer space that has descended and makes you think that it has been shot at by a missile from 

the earth surface. (Another clever part of the conspiracy to defeat racism) I guarantee you 

the footage is fake. The foundation picture of the earth and stars are genuine; however, the 
two white moving specks have been put there by computer in an FX studio. 

The missile like dot is circled in green. The descending craft like dot is circled in red. 

N.A.S.A 

It probably was in the year 2000 when I 

initially saw the video imaged here. You can 

view this video on YouTube, just search 

“nasa shoots ufo” I was in my late teens 

(19). I was watching Channel Four news (in 

Cornwall which is in the South West of 

Britain). The newsreaders were Khrisnan 

Guru-Murphy and Samira Ahmed. He 

introduced and exhibited the video to the 

public viewer. Then I watched him grin after 

it appeared, it then went to her and she 

grinned back at him, then they continued with the following separate news story. (I do not 

believe these two are involved in this conspiracy). They just realised as i did that the footage 
is fake. 

It was self-evident, the footage is fake. They knew it then, thus did I. It took me just a couple 

of minutes to derive why the state organisation (NASA) would need us to trust an outsider 

Alien Craft had dropped to earth. It all fitted together. The Roswell episode, the abduction 

https://vimeo.com/174697534


stories, They are attempting to make people put stock in an alien race with the end goal of 
overcoming racism and bigotry. 

In this video the earth and stars are genuine, however what makes the video extraordinary 

is the lights that move. They have been put there after the video was recorded in a 

computer FX studio. Faking this is extraordinarily simple to-do. As it is digital and the FX 

produced are added digitally, it is impossible to prove it is a fake. 

Why Communism does not work 

Communism does not work because “you cannot have a perfect system without a perfect 

people”. By perfect people I mean hereditarily immaculate (racially homogeneous). You see 

all people on earth, well the vast majority of us are basically mutts. We are all hereditarily 

individuals. The Marxist believes the opposite, (that we are all equal), which is not valid. The 

(comrade) will never acknowledge the reality of race, hereditary inequalities and the 

uniqueness of the person. They are incorrect and that is the reason they lose. 

Communism is the ideal system and I truly do hope humankind achieves that one day in the 

future but only when everyone truly is racially equal. An impeccable people must be made 

firstly by Eugenics. This is the thing that the NAZI (National Socialist) party of the WW2 time 

trusted in. They knew that an idealistic socialist society would fundamentally require a 

flawless homogeneous people (Scandinavians). 

The initial step to social perfection is not socialism or communism. The initial step, really is 

Eugenics. Communism in presence today like the Kibbutz in Israel and Christian collectives in 

North America and Europe are dependably of a religious nature. It appears as if the “religious 

right wingers, anti-communists” have more in common with communism than the “anti-

religious communists” do. How odd! 

Indeed, Socialism does not work. All socialism does is stagnate businesses and the economy. 

In Europe there are numerous socialist countries, however their economies are honestly poor 

in comparison to nations like Britain and USA. The answer until further notice is not socialism 
or any type of communism. The solution is Fascism. That is the natural order of things. 

Make an impeccable people through Eugenics. When this is accomplished after millennia, 

then you can make the ideal communist society. To endeavour to make an perfect society 

without an perfect people is moronic. There is no real blood unity amongst a crossbreed 

people. The crossbreed deals with itself and just those firmly identified with it (family).  That 

is the dismal reality, however it is the truth, and we should figure out how to acknowledge it 

and run with it. 

Feminism 

The biggest dividing issue in the world today is not race, it is the issue of sexual equality. The 

west has it wrong on equality. A female’s role in society should be one of submission to the 

males, as it is in nature. The opposite has happened in the west; it appears as though females 

have taken over. The Islamic world has a more natural approach to how the female fits into 



society. This is one of the prime reason why the seemingly “old fashioned” Islamic peoples 
hate the equalitarian west so much. It is the west that needs to change its ways. 

Are we still evolving? 

Put simply, we are not evolving anymore. It is a fact that the brain size of Europeans is 

shrinking. We are doing the opposite to evolving, we are devolving . Humans will end up 

destroying themselves if they do not take heed of racial realities. Modern humans have only 

been out of the stone age for a few thousand years and in that time they have polluted the 

world, made a massive hole in the ozone layer and a huge list of other natural atrocities. 
Humans must learn to live in harmony with the environment.  

When looking at humans from a higher perspective we appear to be a Virus. 

I believe that “Scandinavianism” can unite mankind. Let's us mix (out-breed) but let those 
who want to be a part of better united humanity use Nordic seed when reproducing. That is 

the power of personal choice. They cannot take that from us. 
 

Thank you for reading my book. Do not be afraid to talk about these issues with your friends 
and family. 

Please share my book. 

Ray Ruggiero 

 

 


